Trench Munif Abdelrahman
495648 jas j a a s - sage publications - tion. in the next two chapters, ‘petro-despotism’ is first dissected in
abdelrahman munif’s cities of salt series of novels, set in the oil fields of saudi arabia, and then appears as the
antagonist in the ogoni minority’s grassroots struggle against the transnational oil giants that ultimately led to
ken saro-wiwa’s execution in nigeria. kingdom of corruption - taylor & francis - abdelrahman munif, whose
own birth in 1933 coincided with that of the new state. munif's multi-layered fiction - savage, surreal and
satirical - angered the royal family. he was deprived of his nationality and banned from ever returning to the
country. his books became delicious contraband, circulating everywhere - including the royal palaces. when
cal the prp-co1c.. - abdelrahman munif, "the trench" 86 driss chraibi, "mother comes of age" 87 holly chase,
"the meyhane or mcdonald's?" 90 amin maalouf, "samarkand" 91. the moharram festival in iran, india and
trinidad 93. crossroads the medieval period students studying the medieval period (c. 950 c. e. ehsanithesis- final copy - openaccess.leidenuniv - portrayed in abdelrahman munif’s disturbing masterpiece
cities of salt. munif, a saudi oilman exiled to syria for his political views, published a trilogy of novels in the
1970’s about the rise of the oil complex in a fictional state in the arabian
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